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Headquarters Organization

1. The peacekeeping operation has passed considerable time as UNAC. The military component had been doing a remarkable job in maintaining stability in the region to allow the humanitarian agencies to carry out their mandated tasks. Like all other multi-dimensional missions, the military component is headed by the Force Commander (FC) appointed by the Secretary General. All contingents from different countries are under operational control of the FC who exercises his command through the Sector Commanders (SC) supported by his staff in the SHQ. The FHQ is staffed with COS, U1 to U9 who work in the Military Operations Centre (MOC) collocated in the same super camp with most of the civilian and police components. The contingents are grouped and deployed under three sectors namely, GALSI, KIKA and SUREEN. Like the FHQ, the SHQ also has a MOC and is also staffed with G-1, G-2, G-3, G-4, G-5, G-6, G-7, G-8 and G-9. The FHQ is located in GALASI co-located with the Mission HQ and the most vulnerable sector is SUREEN which is located in the township of SUREEN.

2. You are the staff officer of the FHQ and SHQ, SUREEN (as shown in the appointment list of the INSTEX) working in your respective headquarters since the beginning of August 20XX. You are quite conversant with the present situation within the Force and Sector AOR. The efficiency in the areas of staff work and the professional handling of different situations in your respective domain left the FC and the SC free of anxiety. The USG, DPKO has commended the FC for the excellent work done by the SOs in the FHQ and SHQ during his recent HOMC meeting in New York. He expressed in the meeting that with the successful implementation of the mandate, the UNAC will be another success story for UN peacekeeping operations.

Requirement - 1

3. As the staff officer of your respective headquarters in your respective appointment, arrange your staff cell and be prepared to brief about your role and responsibilities. The headquarters should prepare for a Situation Brief, describing the highlights of the current situation.
UN PEACEKEEPER KILLED

FARON - One UN peacekeeper was killed and one was seriously injured yesterday by landmines in the area of Perkes 2 km north of Norke.

The names of the two victims have not yet been released by UNAC headquarters but unnamed sources have revealed that the dead soldier was from South Africa and his injured companion from Kenya. The same sources indicated that the route used had been cleared by engineers recently and that the mines had likely been placed by MPC terrorists who were intent on disrupting the peace process.

The body of the dead soldier is being returned to South Africa for burial. The injured Kenyan is in stable condition at the AU hospital in Sureen.

Leafs Win Cup!

MAPELE LEAF GARDENS, ALUR - In a shocking last-minute turnover, the Terini Mapele Leafs defeated their rivals the Mahbek Hab-Nots to take home the Stanleyville Cup. This marks the first championship for the Leafs since 1967. Oddsmakers throughout Carana could not be reached today for comment.
Fuel prices rise again

GALASI - For the second time this month, the price of kerosene and diesel fuel has gone up. National averages indicate that the cost has risen over 30% since the beginning of the year with higher prices to come.

National Energy Minister, Mr Do Obamwe, blames the rising prices on disruption of the fuel distribution system caused by attacks by MPC troops. Since the destruction of parts of the Caranoil Pipeline System during the war, many of the country's oil refiners have been forced to rely on tanker trucks to distribute fuel. Mr. Obamwe claims that the MPC has been targeting the fuel convoys in an attempt to rob the legitimate government of badly needed revenue.

The continuing high prices have forced many to turn to black-market sources for fuel, particularly in the Maki and Perkes areas.

Electoral Team Visits Norke

NORKE – A United Nations Electoral Assistance Team has arrived in Norke to begin preparations for the upcoming elections. Our staff spoke to Ms. Daisy Wannamaker who is leading the group of civilians. “We are here to ensure that Caranans will be able to participate in free and fair elections so that they may enjoy the full benefits of democracy,” she said. “This is the real mission of the UN in Carana.”

The Head of the Electoral Assistance Division at UN headquarters in Galasi, Mr. Bluey Sheepshagger, emphasized the importance of the team’s work. “This effort is critical to the success of our efforts here. That is why we are willing to spare no expense to provide our people with the best equipment and transportation to get the job done!”

The Electoral Assistance Team will be staying at the Ebony Arms Hotel for the next few days.

FOR SALE - Used Land Rover. Needs tires. Not being safety checked. $1000 or best offer. Call MILOB Team 27, Osoni. Ask for Mike.
Activity: MILOB Team Call Sign 22 calls in to say that he has yet to receive his deployment orders to deploy to his team site. He tells the G3 Ops of the SHQ that his team is complete and fully equipped now that the last team member has joined. He has completed his team site recce and just needs confirmation from Mission Support Centre (MSC) that his site is ready for occupation. He informs the HQ that he is currently collocated with MILOB Team Call Sign 27 who is also ready and awaiting orders to deploy. He is a bit worried about the security in the area and it sounds as if he is enjoying the luxuries of SUREEN too much.

Instruction for Excon: Play the MILOB. Sound as if you are slightly reluctant to deploy and don’t mind putting it off for some more time. Make excuses.

Reaction Required (DS to Probe): Staff should be checking details and acting firmly to assure the MILOB team leader that he will be deploying as soon as possible. Sect Commander will shortly instruct staff to prepare an order for deployment. Staff should also check with U4 to ascertain team sites are ready. U4 will confirm from MSC (Ex Con) that sites are ready for occupation. In anticipation of the deployment order, staff should prepare Warning Order, check routes for safety and check security status. Finally, the status of Teams 22 and 27 should be reported in the Daily Situation Briefing and SITREP from FHQ and SHQ should also cover the update.

Note: Responses from the FHQ to be also monitored by the FC/ DSs.

Inject Type: ST-1
1. After having considerable calmness in the mission area, situation started getting worse all of a sudden. Sporadic fighting has been reported in different sector’s AOR. Moreover, the sectors are also in dire need of administrative support to cope with the existing operational requirements.

2. In Galasi Sector area, fighting has been reported in the south of MUKA along the CDF and ICSC controlled areas. No casualties could be confirmed. Aerial bombardment by the CDF and troop mobilization was reported in area MIA and MUKA by the locals. The sector logistical support is hampered due to shortages of vehicles by 60%. Fuel capacity is held for 07 days and jet fuel capacity has reduced to 02 days.

3. In KIKA Sector area, several CDF helicopter attacks were reported by the NGOs working in that area, especially along LORA area. Moreover, villagers from the CDF controlled areas have resorted to cattle raids, rising the tension among the locals. The logistical support is also impaired due to shortages of UN vehicles by 50%. Fuel capacity reduced to 9 days due to intensive patrolling activities. Jet fuel capacity for refueling the helicopters has been held only for 5 days.

4. In the SUREEN Sector, law and order situation has drastically deteriorated. Unknown armed groups raided different villages south of LUROK and abducted young women and children. It has been reported that the group is also forcibly recruiting male and female child soldiers. They are also threatening IDPs situated in the different camps with severe consequences if they do not oppose the Karali treaty. It has been reported that a faction of the CDF who opposes the current government has a distant link with these unknown armed groups. The situation along the SUREEN-FARON area remains a matter of concern during the past few months. Increased armed activities have compelled the CDF to maintain a tighter control over population and movement in the east-west as well as north-south direction. Allegedly, MPC launched raids in the nearby villages near FARON area where CDF believed that newly armed vehicles were provided by the KATASI as part of the secret deal. In the context of ongoing violence, the freedom of movement by the UNAC forces has been severely hindered. Over the last six months, 50 security-related incidents were reported, affecting peacekeeping personnel in UNAC. Yesterday, one of the patrols from the Sector was denied passage by the CDF along PERKES-FARON road. For three days, most of the generators in the sector ran properly, availability of the road worthy vehicle has come down to 70%, fuel capacity reduced to 8-day stock, and jet fuel stock is also diminishing quickly.

Inject Type: R-2
1. It was a night full of incidents in the SUREEN Sector area, the list of incidents reported from various sources are as follows:

   a. One of the village headmen in KARO area reported that tribal based fighting killed 04 persons near the border area between MPC and elements wearing CDF uniforms.

   b. Team site-20 reported intensive shooting in area south of KARO. It was 11:00 pm that some leaders of the nearby IDP camp came to the team site for shelter.

   c. Check points in both the MPC and CDF controlled areas have been strengthened as reported by the UNDSS office in the sector.

   d. Patrol from the Ugandan contingent were fired at near area south of KARO at around 9:00 pm last night.

   e. Local elites reported that IDPs are threatened to move from the present locations, reasons not known.

2. As of now, concentration of IDPs is seen in KARO, PERKE, AKKABAR and FARON areas.

3. **Logistics**: Runway of the local airport has been damaged by severe rain and high frequency of landing of cargo aircraft of humanitarian agencies. Needs immediate maintenance while limiting its use. Vehicle stocks reduced to 70%, fuel stock held for 8 days and jet fuel is also diminishing due to increased flights.

**Inject Type: R-3**
From: LoCON
To: SHQ
Means of Delivery: By Tel/ WS

Activity: A representative from the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) based at Sureen calls SHQ by telephone asking for armed escort for his convoy carrying medicines and aid to IDP camp at Alur. The Red Cross is planning to send aid convoys through this area and has heard that it is very dangerous and has heard about recent firing and looting of aid convoys in this area. The ICRC works very closely with the UNAC. Although it does not like close contact with military personnel, it is prepared to liaise on key activities. Security is a major issue here; the IGO/NGO could be in grave danger.

Instruction for Excon: Play the ICRC rep. Actor plays as if it is the first contact directly with the UNAC military component. The Red Cross rep is hesitant and misinformed. He assumes that the UNAC military have all the answers, yet he does not want to depend on them too much. The actor needs to stress that the convoy will go ahead irrespective of UN advice. Telephone conversation may be followed by meeting if necessary. Staff activity needs to be discussed, including guidance/ instructions to units and MILOBs.

Reaction Required: This is a key issue. How to capitalize and ensure security without jeopardizing IGO/NGO independence? Sector HQ should offer support (in consultation with Force HQ), aim to capitalize on IGO/NGO activity and at least ensure that all assistance is provided without causing problems to the IGO/NGO. A meeting should be arranged to discuss co-ordination. The use of OCHA is the proper way to coordinate with IGO/NGOs and should be discussed. Openness and transparency required in any plan. No guarantees to the IGO/NGO: in the end, they make the decisions and the UNAC assists as much as possible and required. However, this endeavour is key to success in the area and a stated part of the UNAC mission.

Actions. The call should be attended by G-9 or info passed to him by duty officers. G-9 needs to coordinate with G-2 and G-3 for details. G-4 may be involved for administrative support. G-9 needs to inform U-9 and also local OCHA rep.

Note: Responses from the FHQ to be also monitored by the FC/ DSSs.

Inject Type: RT-1
From: KENBATT
To: SHQ
Means of Delivery: Telephone - Excon

Activity: Initial report from HQ KENBATT of a report by a vehicle patrol from C Coy of a large explosion near SALOBO Dam – not much information, causalities expected.

Details: No more than stated in the activity

Comments: A potential Emergency situation, is there a CASEVAC plan if required?

Reaction Required: All implications to be discussed and CASEVAC process to be followed. Urgent activity at Watchkeeper level. Time is of the essence here. Need to involve aero medical team and Force Medical Officer for evacuation. Need to contact MSC via FHQ for aerial evacuation.

Note: Responses from the FHQ to be also monitored by the FC/DSs. SHQ to inform FHQ of the incident and to update them periodically. Special incident report should be initiated and it should be covered in the daily SITREP.

Inject Type: RT-2
From: JOC
To: FHQ
Means of Delivery: Telephone/WS - Excon

Activity: This report is from an NGO (HALO – UK de-mining NGO) reports UNAC casualties in minefield three kilometers north of NORKE. HALO is providing extraction from minefield. UGANBATT patrol on site. Nearest helipad is on the main road.

Instruction for Excon: Emergency situation: organization of urgent CASEVAC, national contingent notification, urgent plan for CASEVAC and follow up activity. Enquiry may need to be ordered. CASEVAC form in SOPs. HIGHCON to provide as much information as possible on helicopter availability, but only IF ASKED. Participants must be proactive and get information from their sub units.

Reaction Required: Both U3 and U4 matter. All implications to be discussed and CASEVAC process to be followed. Urgent activity at Watchkeeper level.

Need to contact MSC for aerial evacuation. Force Medical Officer need to be involved. PIO may be asked to prepare press release.

Note: Responses from the SHQ to be also monitored by the SC/DSs. FHQ needs to inform SHQ of the incident and to ask SHQ to update them periodically. Special incident report should be initiated and it should be covered in the daily SITREP.

Inject Type: RT-3
Narrative-2

1. During the Senior Management Group meeting this morning, the SRSG mentioned that UNAC has a prime responsibility in enhancing capacity of the local electoral body and shaping public opinion in favour of free and fair elections. The national elections are now only ten months away. All our support to concerned agencies and offices is instrumental in this regard. There is no alternative to ensuring free and fair election for an enduring peace.

2. In this regard, the SRSG would like to take an account of CIMIC projects both short-term and long-term, which will facilitate the conduct and monitoring of the elections. UNAC resources are limited; therefore, the projects should be funded or supplied by outside agencies wherever possible. However, if the payoff for a given project is high enough, internal support may be forthcoming. As always, projects must be balanced so as not to favour one side over the other. Due to extensive mobile capability that the forces have under the present situation, the SRSG requested the military component had to take the lead in identifying the requirement of such project.

Requirement-2

3. Prepare a report of suggested projects and the agencies proposed to implement them to mission HQ by 0930H D+1 (Include project name, estimated costs and the impact).

U-9 needs to work with other civilian staff in the JOC to work out the CIMIC projects. He needs to take inputs from G-9 of all three sectors.
The Joint Mission Analysis Centre (JMAC) has submitted a report to the SRSG in view of the latest development signalling deterioration of the situation. Threats to the IDPs are increasing and fear of escalating tensions along the CDF and MPC border areas is very high. Taking advantage of the same, certain elements disgruntled with the peace treaty are attacking civilians and the IDPs. The report also included that about 500 IDPs took to the streets of GALASI in front of the UNAC HQ, in frustration about the IDPs condition and situation in Carana. The civil war has displaced approximately 800,000 people, one thousand of which have been living in camps east of KARO, PERKE, AKKABAR, ALUR and FARON ever since the cessation of violence. More than half of them are children; young women are the most vulnerable. Living conditions in these camps are sub-standard, healthcare and education is near to none. While the government of Carana has publicly acknowledged the problem, no action has been taken to provide adequate protection and well-being of the IDPs. In fact, the government appears to be pursuing more of a ‘wait and see’ policy, hoping that displaced people will ultimately return to their home communities over time.

The situation seems to be going beyond the government’s control. Approximately 70% of the IDPs east of KARO and AKKABAR (who were basically farmers) have lost their land during the conflict. Thus, no home nor job to return to. What is of more concern, is that almost all of them are unemployed and lack income generating opportunities during the displacement. The promise made in the announcement of the government programme to provide ex-combatants with access to jobs and absorbing them in the defence and paramilitary forces as part of the nation-wide DDR programme as per the Kalari treaty has not been met. With the OCHA announcing delay in food deliveries, many IDPs took to the street to protest the lack of support from the international community. These were the first protests against the UNAC in which several buildings and offices have been damaged.

The JMAC believes some interested group opposing the treaty is supporting the IDPs cause to raise their voice against the government. The spoilers will do everything to turn the country into chaos. Killing of civilians and attacking IDPs may be perpetuated by the armed groups, and mass exodus of civilian may take place within AOR.
September 20XX- During the meeting with the top Carana government and the humanitarian officials today, the head of the United Nations Assistance Mission in Carana (UNAC) discussed the recent tensions in the IDP camps in the east of KARO, AKKABAR.

The Special Representative of the Secretary General (SRSG) in Carana, underscored the willingness and commitment of the mission to work with the Carana government in this challenging situation. He emphasized that the interest of the peoples of Carana will be upheld at all cost.

In his meeting with the Minister of Humanitarian Affair, Mr. Carlos Dtanga expressed regret, as well as his personal concern over the recent attacks perpetuated by the armed groups in the IDP camps in KARO and AKKABAR and its possible impact on the overall stability in Carana, as well as the negative impact on the peace process.

The SRSG has pledged his support to the interim government in stabilizing the situation along the border line between MPC and CDF. He also urged ICSC in the south to maintain neutrality to allow the situation to stabilize. He also urged all parties to help stabilize the IDP situation in the area and assured UNAC support to ensure security of the IDPs who are staying inside the camps or might have moved out due to fear.

He appealed for immediate access for international and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and humanitarian agencies to IDP camps to ease sufferings of the innocent children, women and men, and expressed concerns that the number of attacks on the IDPs are increasing.
Narrative-4

1. Further raids by unknown armed groups have been reported from the villages Kasar, Mamur and Tofor in between KARO, PERKE AKKABAR and Alur. Food and livestock were taken, and men and women were beaten with sticks when they did not respond quickly enough to the demands of the militia/armed gangs. Some people started leaving the village towards IDP camps in KARO and FARON. Intensive firefighting has been reported by Milobs, Villagers, NGOs and IOs in the area of south-west of AKKABAR towards the direction of main supply route Karo-Sureen-Faron. According to different reports, CDF defected forces of about 200 to 300 men are engaged in a fight. Some NGOs/IOs have reported that they saw CDF helicopters flying in the direction of the fighting. No information of an active engagement of the helicopters is available.

2. Civilians fleeing the area are talking about a massive stand-off between CDF and MPC elements/forces, indicating however that both sides seem to be holding positions north of KILU dam and north-east of KARO. App. 20,000 people are escaping the violence seeking protection in IDPs camps in the area. Civilians reported that they have seen further MPC forces moving in South-East direction from LUROK and NORKE.

3. A patrol from RWANBATT was ambushed near MAKI at 2015hrs on the way leading to LUROK. They were attacked by approximately 25 men from MPC driving in 5 vehicles. The platoon returned fire and the MPC fighters withdrew in the direction of PERKES. The attack caused only minor damages to the vehicle, no UNAC personnel were injured and the patrol continued as planned.

4. Immediate crises management meeting has been called by the SRSG and respective component heads have been asked to revise their mission. He intends military and police to undertake targeted operations against the spoilers, restore confidence of the civilians in the ability of UNAC to provide them physical protection and ensure no attacks take place against the IDPs. The priority now will be on safety and security.

Requirement-4

5. As staff of the Force/ Sector Headquarters, carry out mission analysis to tackle crisis situation in the mission as per the directions of the SRSG and brief the commanders (FC/ SC represented by DSs) in your respective headquarters.  

Inject Type: RT-4
The UN Secretary General condemns outbreak of violence in West Carana

"Perpetrators will be brought to justice"- Says the Secretary General

September XX, 20XX, Own Correspondent (New York): At a special press conference the Secretary General, Mr. Antonio Guterres strongly condemned the recent outbreak of violence in West-Carana. He appealed to the parties to immediately cease the hostilities and to allow the United Nations Assistance Mission in Carana (UNAC) to establish a temporary buffer zone and to provide security and protection to the civilian population suffering from the conflict.

In the afternoon, he will meet with the USG OCHA, Mr. Mark Lowcock to get an assessment on the humanitarian situation, especially in West-Carana where the population already suffered greatly due to the conflict which started in the area.

The UN Security Council called for a short notice meeting at 16:00 hrs to discuss the Carana crisis. The UN-SG and the representative of the African Union in New York have been invited to participate at the meeting. The SC-President also condemned the attacks and outbreaks of violence and voiced the frustration of the council members that peace processes, which were making progress, are now put into question through the recent events.

The UN-SG as well as the President of the SC encouraged UNAC to do everything to stop the violence and to protect the population of Carana by exploring all options stating that “The international community provided UNAC with a robust mandate which should enable the mission to stop or at least contain the fighting”. The top priority is to protect civilians especially the IDPs by creating a safe zone.

Inject Type: R-6
Narrative-5

From: Mission HQ

To: FHQ

Means of Delivery: By phone followed be printed copy

1. Reporters will be visiting the UNAC compound at 1300hrs on D+5 for a five minute briefing on the measures being taken by UNAC to protect civilians. The task is to brief the reporters, all of whom are reputable and accredited. A statement is to be prepared and the appropriate staff to be ready to answer follow-up questions on the UNAC mission in CARANA and especially on SUREEN Sector.

2. The Mission COS desires that the statement including a list of possible questions may be sent to the Mission HQ for vetting.

Requirement-5

3. Prepare statement for media covering incidents from D Day till 1000hrs (D+1) highlighting the UNAC efforts to ensure protection of civilian in view of the on-going crises situation and submit to the Mission HQ (represented by DS) by 1330hrs D+1.
From: LoCON
To: SHQ

Means of Delivery: By Telephone/WS/Excon Actor

Activity: Several Individual Police Officers (IPO) call by telephone to say that they have found a South African officer, on the main road south of Sureen in MAHBEK, drunk when driving an UN vehicle. They want to know how to proceed.

Instruction for Excon: Conduct and Discipline issue about road safety. Actors should play as reluctant to get involved and do anything, and inclined to release him to UNAC MP Custody.

Reaction Required: Refer to UNAC MPs and Senior National Officer of South African peacekeepers for action. The HQ staff should be able to advise IPO accordingly. Cover this incident in the daily SITREP.
From: LoCON
To: SHQ
Means of Delivery: By Telephone/WS/Excon Actor

Activity: Head of UN Electoral Assistance Division arrives with no prior notice and in some panic – one of his electoral teams (three men and a woman) were staying near NORKE last night where they were threatened by two gunmen and their vehicles were stolen. They want an urgent evacuation by helicopter with armed escorts, and the Head wants you to guarantee their safety by using "all the military personnel at your disposal".

Instruction for Excon: Bit of a panic reaction by Head of Electoral Assistance Division. Electoral Assistance Team clearly had not informed local UNAC military units of presence and had not taken advantage of military base nearby (B Coy UGANBATT). Player needs to be demanding of support when his own organization has failed to coordinate activities. When queried, B Coy UGANBATT will report that they already have the electoral team in their company compound, they are shaken up but uninjured and that the thieves went off with their vehicles, laptops, IDs and luggage.

Reaction Required: Task UGANBATT to get the situation resolved ASAP as lives may be in danger. SHQ coordinates with FHQ and FHQ coordinates mission HQ to get the helicopter support but do not commit resources before the situation becomes clearer. Initiate special incident report and cover it in the daily SITREP.

Inject Type: RT-6
From: LoCON
To: SHQ
Means of Delivery: By Telephone/WS/Excon Actor

Activity: Report from A Coy KenBatt patrol near Village Ludee (North West of Perke)

A group of approximately 100 fighters in MPC uniforms enter a village in the evening. While most of the men manage to flee, 17 women and girls are held and brutally raped. Following the mass rape, the fighters take the women/girls with them. The rebels leave and disappear into the bush. When the men return to the burned-down village, they alert the local police and the closest KENBATT company location. They claim to know where the MPC camp is located.

The Kenbatt commander has asked Sector HQ for directions as he is not sure of the actions he can take in such a situation.

Instruction for Excon: A case of grave CRSV violation which needs to be addressed firmly or else the credibility of UNAC is at stake.

Reaction Required:

Actions by the Company Commander:

• Report through chain of command and in parallel to the Senior WPA.
• Engage with local MPC commander to ensure that perpetrators surrender.
• Secure the area and preserve evidence.
• Assist survivors/injured if any.
• Mobilise additional troops.
• Ask for additional reinforcement.
• Obtain information to track the offenders.

**Actions at Battalion Level**

• Reinforce the area with Battalion reserves, QRTs etc.
• Plan and prepare for direct military action against the offenders.
• Engage with MPC leadership if feasible to identify and obtain surrender of the offenders.
• Ensure hot pursuit of the offenders.
• Locate, contain, identify and disarm.
• Assist bringing perpetrators to justice once captured, including handing over to local judiciary authorities or temporary detention until a hand-over is possible.
• In case the situation escalates, neutralise the offenders as per RoE.

**Actions at the Mission HQ**

• Reinforce the location with additional troops (SF/QRF/Force Reserves etc.) and Force multipliers (Attack Helicopters, UAV, etc.).
• Inform DPKO/DFS and the Special Representative of the Secretary-General (SRSG).
• SRSG and FC to decide immediate response measures (including disarming and detaining the perpetrators especially if it is clear that MPC is in no position to undertake action, and that joint action is not a viable option.).
1. The report from the JOC indicated increased fighting in the north of SUREEN and it is feared that IDP camps and IDPs are being deliberately targeted. IDPs are still on the run and reportedly about 100 IDPs were either killed or missing. The CDF forces have been over stretched and intervention by the UNAC forces may be required to stop the situation from further deterioration. Below is the Sector-wise update on the current situation.

2. In Galasi Sector area, civilians moving by foot towards Sector HQ. Women and children are marching in front of the crowd. Slogan and shouting against UNAC and OCHA claiming delays in food delivery will lead to starvation. Some demonstrators are showing aggressive behavior, throwing stones and destroying property along the way. Patrol could not see any local police intervening. The sector logistical support has improved thanks to quick intervention by the DMS; availability of vehicles 90%. Fuel capacity held for 30 days and Jet fuel capacity is at 15 days.

3. In KIKA Sector area, UN helicopter crews observed three unidentified individuals shooting at them when lifting off from the MIA airport. They performed evasive maneuver and landed at MUKA airport. They heard sound and assumed of being hit. Damage to the helicopter is not known. Nobody from the flight crew was injured. Pilot reported that individuals carried AK-47. The logistical support has been improved in the sector due to extensive repair work done by the ISS; UN vehicles availability 80%. Fuel capacity improved and now being held for 28 days. Jet fuel capacity for refueling the helicopters has been held for 25 days.

4. In the SUREEN Sector, law and order situation remained unchanged. Unknown armed groups attacks continue to occur, villagers are leaving for safe heaven, reportedly, IDPs are also leaving the camps for safe shelters. Sector might need reinforcements to tackle the IDP crises. Local police seemed to have exhausted their resources. UN properties are at risk, attack against the UNAC installations have increased. Moreover, NGOs and other IGOs are facing difficulties in carrying out humanitarian activities in the IDP camps. The MSN NGO reported that their high value goods have been stolen from the warehouse in ALUR area. The following security related incidents have been reported in the past 24 hours.
a. MILOB Team Site- 27 reported that Village Leader of KASAR village near PERKE areas has indicated of having an arms cache in ELSOTO mountain.

b. Highway Patrol reported that both MPC and CDF have strengthened the road check points by increasing to at least 4 armed members in civilian clothes.

c. UNDSS reported that patrol activities have been increased by both MPC and CDF around the buffer zone.

d. MILOB Team Site reported sporadic shooting in the north of KARO.

e. Local police and medics have reported outbreak of cholera in AKKABAR IDP camps and IDPs are leaving from the camp.

5. Sector’s logistic resources have improved due to quick intervention by the DMS and MSC. The sector now holds 95% availability of UN vehicle, fuel capacity increased to 40 days stock and jet fuel stock has also improved, it now holds 60 days stock.
Narrative - 1

1. The Sector Commander calls his COS and passes a letter he has received from a local NGO about a SEA complaint by a villager. He also reminded his staff that this is a sensitive issue. Any accusation of sexual exploitation must be referred to the Conduct and Discipline Team (CDT) in the mission HQ and actions be initiated at all levels to address the current issue.

12 October 2016

TO: Force Commander

Dear Sir:

My name is Hatuni Marafir and I am the proud father of four children. I love my children very much and, with my wife, have raised them and seen that they all received a good education. One of my elder daughters, Helen, worked until recently at the Rwandan camp in Maki selling vegetables. However, she left this work without any apparent reason. My wife and I had a serious discussion with her about the serious effect this loss of income would have. After a good hour of discussion, she informed her mother that she left her job because she is pregnant. She was regularly meeting a Rwandan soldier and he was giving her mobile sim cards and some money. He was a good man but now does not want to talk to her.

My daughter has been exploited and I cannot believe that such behaviours are tolerated in the United Nations forces which claim to be here to help us and not to harm us. How can you tolerate actions like this on the part of those who claim to be bringing peace and prosperity back to my beautiful country?
I humbly ask you, sir, to ensure justice is rendered to me and my family. I believe that my daughter needs medical care to test for the AIDS virus as well as any medical follow-up procedures if they prove to be necessary and financial compensation for the sufferings she has endured and those that are to come.

I hope for a swift response.

Yours sincerely,

Hatuni Marafir

Requirement

2. Advise/ brief SC (rep by DS) on probable ways to handle the situation. Write a one-page appraisal note to SC with recommendation and submit it to his office by 1500hrs (D+2).

Narrative -2

1. The Force Commander is furious on knowing about the case of SEA in Sector 2. He asks Sector Commander to send detailed report as soon as possible and all actions taken to ensure no such incident happen again.

2. He also asks his staff to prepare a report for information of the SRSG and a press statement for the local channel as the case is being reported in the local news. He has also directed his U7 to prepare a training of one week on SEA for all military peace keepers.